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The research had some limitations that will need to be addressed in future research. Advance research needs to be
done to strengthen the evidence of influence of ESQ on AQ®, motivation and performance, due to the use of questionnaires
ESQ on previous research has not been done.
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Abstract
The problems in higher education can be minimized by utilization of information and communication technologies.
E
-learning concept is learning system based on information and communication networking which is applied in higher
education. The aims of study are to find out effectiveness and successive of e-learning application to achieve effectiveness
and successive in learning process, and to know the supporting institutions role which support effectiveness and suceessive in
e
-learning application.
The advantage of this research is e-learning system of knowledge development process which is not only in class but
also in every where, in which the teacher can give the lesson in one way with computer and networking assistance and the
student should be more active in learning process. They can communicate in anytime and everywhere by used online acess.
This system is not only improving student,s knowledge but also helping teacher,s task in learning process, because in this
system, the teacher functions can be taken over by computer program which known as agent
E
-electronic Web studies is the strengthening of risk management learning, theory, analysis problems, and research
which have been conducted to help effectiveness and successive of virtual teaching continuously by discussion and
understanding of study case. This application produces learning content such as teaching materials, text, presentation
impressions, videos, forums, glossaries
,
 questionnaires and tasks for students.
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Background
The problems in higher education can be minimized by utilization of information and communication technologies,
likewise education discrepancy which happened among in village and town, credit exchanges, development and teaching
ability and others. E-learning concept is learning system based on information and communication networking which is
applied in higher education.
One of the teaching materials that will explore is Risk Management subject. Bank as a company keep balancing of
risk and result characteristic should apply risk management in counting large profit which is not separated from high risks
such as credit risk, market risk, operational risk, liquidity risk, legal risk, reputation risk, strategic risk and compliance risk.
Bank for International Settlements (Based Committee on Banking Supervision, 2000) explained credit risk as potensial loan
bank or counterparty will fail in obligations repayment. Credit risk related to loan and securities in bank's balance sheet are
the highest risk which should be faced by commercial bank. Credit risk is the major causing of bank failure in the last year.
Credit risk is the; most significant risk which should be faced by bank management (Fraser et., al. 2001; Angerer 2004).
Credit risk management is combination of identification activity, measurement, selection of response, controlling and
supervision to the credit risk. Modelling of credit risk management activities and ease of running application is needed
creation of the simple anticipatory model, but it give reflection of credit risk controlling in each borrower by quality
management of banking operations. That model is expected to be implemented by banks in assessing the cotrolling level and
understanding the factors that causing high levels of credit risk from each potential borrower.
According to senior researcher Directorate of Banking Research and Regulation of Bank Indonesia (Agusman, 2007),
Indonesian bankers tend to avoid risk (risk averse) as a result of the credit distribution is still limited to the sectors of
consumption and demand in the real sector, it supposed to be charged provisions lack caution if credit distributed in risk of
loss condition. This policy resulted in allegation of inflict a financial loss state and punishment which frighten the bankers in
taking of lending decisions. The Bank is actually company that keep risks balancing and results characteristics. In strategic
management, alternatives to get profit, high risk in bank management can not be avoided. Success or failure of the banking
industry is heavily related to their ability to manage risk. Bank faces several sources of risk, including credit risk, market risk,
operational risk, liquidity risk, reputation risk and legal risk.
The Basel Committee on Bank Supervision (Basel Committee, 2000) describes the credit risk as potential loan bank
or counterparty will fail in obligations repayment under the agreed terms. Credit risk related to loan and securities in bank's
balance sheet and the highest risk should be faced by commercial banks. Credit risk is the major causing of bank failures in
the last year. Credit risk is the most significant risk which should be faced by bank management (Fraser et al., 2001).
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